
 

 

  

 
 

Bramshott & Liphook Neighbourhood 

Development Plan Steering Group 
 

 

A MEETING OF THE BRAMSHOTT & LIPHOOK NEIGHBOURHOOD 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN STEERING GROUP WAS HELD AT THE LIPHOOK 

MILLENNIUM CENTRE 
 

Tuesday 9th January 2024 AT 7.30 PM 
 
 

THESE ARE THE DRAFT MINUTES AND ARE SUBJECT TO 
APPROVAL AT THE NEXT MEETING 

 
PRESENT: 
Louise Bevan (LB) – Chair 
Cllr Jeanette Kirby (JK) 
Andy Earwaker (AEW) 
Barbara Jacobsen (BJ)  
David Sawyer (DS) 
Peter Curnow-Ford (PCF) joined via Teams  
 
Natasha Hoare (NH) - NDP Administrator 
Alison Eardley (AE) - BLNDP’s Independent Planning Consultant joined via Teams 
Cllr Kim Kemp 
 
1. CHAIR WELCOME & INTRODUCTION 

LB opened the meeting at 7.30pm. Attendees were made aware that PCF and AE 
were participating in the meeting via Microsoft Teams. The meeting was not being 
recorded. 
 

2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 Apologies from Raine Ryland, Chantal Foo, Andrew Thornhill for absence.  
 
3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 SG members are reminded of their responsibility to declare any financial interest which 

they may have in any item of business on the agenda no later than when that item is 
reached. Unless dispensation has been granted, you may not participate in any 
discussion of, or vote on, or discharge any function related to any matter in which you 
have a pecuniary interest as defined by regulations made by the Secretary of State 
under the Localism Act 2011. You must withdraw from the room or chamber when the 
meeting discusses and votes on the matter. 

 
 No declarations of interest. 
 
4. MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING 
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LB proposed approving the minutes of the meeting held on 12th December 2023. 
Seconded by JK. All in favour, to be uploaded to the NDP website. 

 
5. MATTERS ARISING  

No matters arising. 
 
6. NDP ADMINISTRATION 

• NDP Vice-Chair role 
CF is stepping back as Vice-Chair due to ongoing family and work commitments. LB 
needs extra support and AEW, who joined the group last month and has been 
working on consolidating the plan, would like to take on the role. LB asked if there 
were any other proposals or objections to AEW becoming Vice-Chair – AEW had 
support from all SG. LB proposed, JK seconded, all in favour. 
 

• Locality Grant application 
LB submitted the Locality Grant application with Jane (B&L Clerk) last Friday. 
Funding will support design work before referendum, and marketing for reg 16. 

 
 

7. REGULATION 16 (Formal consultation – managed by EHDC) 

 

• Submission Document – next actions  

 

AE: A number of tasks had arisen for the Steering Group following a meeting about 

Regulation 14 with EHDC and SDNP – most of these actions have now been 

addressed. Main alterations relate to:  

 

- Policy BL1: Location of developments. Work has been done to clarify what was 

meant by walkable neighbourhoods and 10 min journey time. Focus on connectivity 

rather than rigid policy. Changes follow through on the map Figure 9.  

- BL10: Similar work has been done to clarify meaning in this policy. ACTION: all SG 

members to read paragraph 4.8 of BL1, and Policy BL10, then feedback by Thursday 

18th if any further comments. SG formally agree to these policies with minor changes. 

- BL2: Downgraded emphasis on First Homes. Government say that they strongly 

support FH but haven’t carried it through to policies, and EHDC don’t think they will 

support it in their plan. It is still potentially helpful and is raised in BLNDP’s Housing 

Needs Assessment, so it is still included but downgraded. There was a query about 

the definition of ‘intermediate’ housing as opposed to first homes: AE to cross 

reference to glossary. 

- BL3: Added in Chiltley Way Area of Special Housing Character using the definition 

from EHDC character study. 

- BL6: The table on p46 is more specific now (following feedback from SDNP). 

- BL7: Removed 3 spaces from LGS as agreed and corrected numbering.  
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- BL13: Removed heritage objections as agreed. ACTION to double-check numbering 

and accuracy.  

- BL8: There were 5 views originally, Alison removed View 3 as per agreement. SG 

previously discussed adding a new view – ACTION AE to discuss with AT. Confused 

as to whether this is included already or not as View 2. Map of views within 

conservation area has been added 

- BL10: P62 image lightened 

- BL14: Sunken lanes – following queries from residents about whether all are 

included, clarified BLNDP are using the same map as EHDC. Wording changed to 

explain the network as allocated by EHDC. 

- BL17: table of findings 8.1 has been deleted. EHDC had commented that it wasn’t 

complete and to reference their Community Facilities Study. AE has combined the 

table and the Community Facilities Study and put it in Appendix E, with a summary in 

the policy itself. LB: could this link to non-policy projects? AE: yes it could. JK: The 

East Hants list may not be up to date, particularly e.g. on the football. ACTION: SG 

to check accuracy of Appendix E. 

- BL18 Health/education: Query from EHDC as to whether all services are marked out. 

The text is correct but the map is not (it mentions the Peak Centre) – AE to correct 

- Chapter 12 PC current projects and non-policy actions. LB: the intention was to 

combine the two. AE: they should be kept separate but we could mention how they 

overlap. ACTION: LB and JK to meet with AE and check this chapter. Some things 

may still need taking out. 

 

AEW and NH are still doing proofreading and tracked changes of the full submission 

document, this will be sent to Alison on Friday 12th Jan. AEW is making changes to 

wording on climate in the introduction, and LB is making comments on the 

consultation statement. 

 

• Update on EHDC draft plan & impact on BLNDP 

 

- AE: I haven’t had a chance to look at EHDC’s emerging local plan yet, but EHDC 

must have known the content in our last meeting with them and they only mentioned 

walkable neighbourhoods/First Homes, so unlikely to have any other big clashes.  

- DS: The plan defines affordable housing. It doesn’t allocate numbers and mentioned 

as Tier 2 we will get housing. 

- AEW: Liphook’s allocation is 111 until 2036. 

- JK: It’s always much lower than it could be because of the conservation area. We 

may get an SDNP allocation as well and there is no indication of size yet.  

- DS: The emerging local plan is very similar to ours, almost identical in places. 

- LB: That’s good – same feel, same ideas about connectivity.  

- LB: In terms of the impact on our timeline: we will present a key points comparison to 

the PC at next meeting 29th Jan. We will say at that point either we are presenting the 
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plan now, or we are waiting a month to make changes because of discrepancy. We 

won’t know until we do the comparison work, but it’s unlikely that there will be much 

discrepency. 

- DS: Is there any benefit of referring to equivalent policies in the NDP? 

- LB: No, it would take too long. 

- AE: It’s also not a ‘made’ plan yet so no. The PC will want to respond to the plan – it 

would be good to cross-reference. 

- PCF: the local plan may go to the planning committee first to make recommendations 

to the PC. 

- JK: Yes, but still ought to work with NDP.  

- LB: So should the NDP talk to planning committee on 22nd, before full PC meeting on 

29th? 

- PCF: Yes. Will add as another agenda item for the 22nd. 

- LB: what do I need to do to prepare? 

- PCF: yet to determine the agenda. ACTION: to send agenda to LB when ready. 

Important to find where there isn’t alignment between the two, then decide whether 

not aligning is okay or whether the NDP needs adapting. 

- AE: If we are thinking of adapting this will delay. 

- LB: Hopefully won’t and can continue with sign-off on 29th. 

 

• Design Codes update 

AT is going through the Design Codes and will send any further comments to AECOM. 

AE left the meeting. 

• NDP Promotions for Regulation 16 – identify key messages, an action plan & 

who is doing what 

 

- LB handed out a timeline and actions for the SG. 

- BJ: If EHDC have their own consultation ongoing, will they want ours to be delayed? 

- LB: Don’t think so, but still need to confirm.  

- LB: As soon as we have agreement from the PC we can start marketing for 

Regulation 16. AEW and BJ to lead. Action for this evening to pin down key 

messages. Consultation is not for the purpose of commenting on individual policies, 

more of an overview of plan. 

- BJ: We need a clear action. It’s not about voting or commenting on policies, so what 

do we want them to do? Can we ask Jenny for an example e.g. Alton? 

- JK: Message should be that we have listened to you in previous consultation/taken 

action/here is the submission plan. 

- BJ: What is EHDC’s expectation? 

- LB: The marketing was Alison’s suggestion, not a requirement from EHDC. 
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- AEW: There are two tracks: here are our changes and these are on our website. 

Having seen those, this is now out of our hands and see EHDC for further comment. 

- LB: Yes. It is not comments that we necessarily want, just to keep residents in the 

loop at this stage. 

 

8. IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN 

- Planning Application Assessment Tool 

- LB: no updates from last meeting as AT has been away, but open to SG views on 

planning tool. 

- PCF: I don’t know what this tool is. 

- LB: Tool is a spreadsheet with list of policies and space to make comments about 

planning applications. 

- PCF: Planning committee are always considering policy – we are not as well trained 

as EHDC so we will only consider it so far then pass on to EHDC. So for integrating 

the NDP, what would be useful is one side of A4, a basic checklist. Does it conform 

to this. You might want one for a new house, one for extension, maybe more. Then 

as we already do double check conservation area/settlement boundaries etc. – not 

anticipating that committee will wade through spreadsheets. 

- LB: That makes sense. We will come back with a proposal. 

9. REVIEW AGAINST THE TIMELINE 
No SG meeting in February as the Canada Room is booked all week and we should 
be into Reg16. SG to agree date for informal meeting before then. 
JK: 5th Feb – 18th March is anticipated timeline for Reg 16. The annual parish meeting 
is 27th March. PC is thinking of having stands there including for the BLNDP an EHDC.  
 

10. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION SESSION 
 Public Questions 

- KK: M only concern is around addressing controversial site – Chicken Farm – if you 
want to get the village involved you need to acknowledge it. Maybe you can’t do 
much but it will be at the top of everyone’s minds. Also, there is the concern as a 
resident that it feels like Liphook is becoming a town not a village. 

- JK: It will always grow because it has the facilities. But it will always be constrained 
because of the surrounding area. 

- AEW: Yes, other villages don’t have that buffer zone. 
- BJ: The plan can give some form of security to the type of development, it just can’t 

prevent it. It is very difficult to make people see that. 
- KK: Does affordable housing etc. fit in with the main sites being allocated? 
- JK: Yes. 
- KK: Is it easy to find the full NDP docs? I couldn’t see them on NDP website.  
- NH: Yes on the website there is a link in navigation to ‘read the NDP’. 

 
11. TASKS, ACTIONS & ITEMS FOR NEXT MEETING 
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- All SG members to read through Section 4.8 of BL1 Location of Developments, and 
Policy BL10. any further feedback is needed by next Thurs. 

- Meeting between LB/JK/AE to check Appendix E (combination of Community 
Facilities Study and Table 8.1) and non-policy actions list. 

- Someone from SG to check there is correct numbering throughout NDP including 
green spaces and heritage.  

- AT to check Views policy, especially View 2.  
- NH to transcribe notes (mainly proofreading) from AEW and LB and send to AE. 
- LB to prepare slides for PC meetings, including Reg 14 findings and reflections on 

EHDC local plan. PCF to confirm agenda of meeting. 
- LB or AEW to confirm marketing details with Jenny Wood from EHDC and develop 

marketing plan with BJ. 
 
12. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

7.30pm on 12th March. February meeting is cancelled due to room unavailability.  
 
LB closed the meeting at 21:20. 

 


